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Kosc Telecom’s E-Access Fibre: two MEF-compliant products
to bring fast and easy connectivity to millions of buildings in France
Kosc Telecom announces the launch of its brand-new E-Access Fibre offer, including 2 MEF-compliant
products: E-Access Dynamic and E-Access Connected. E-Access Fibre ensures transparent guaranteed
symmetrical bandwidth, with the highest E-Access standards and SLAs. Over one million buildings in France
are already connected to E-Access Fibre, enabling fast service delivery for global carriers’ customers.
Paris, 23rd October 2018 – At Capacity Europe 2018 (London, 23rd to 25th October 2018), Kosc
Telecom, the French wholesale-only CaaS provider, will introduce a new service to the global carrier
market to fulfil their customers’ connectivity needs in France: E-Access Fibre.
Kosc’s E-Access Fibre comes as a complementary service to its Best Effort Fibre, launched in April
2018. Best Effort Fibre already offers a breakthrough service with bandwidth up to 1Gbp/s download
and 250 Mbp/s upload. Thus, E-Access Fibre will deliver transparent, guaranteed symmetrical
bandwidth from 10Mbps to 1 Gbps, with the highest E-Access standards and SLAs in France.
E-Access Fibre relies on two MEF-compliant products: E-Access Fibre Dynamic targets premises that
need fast and transparent connectivity, based on a dynamic flow management, whereas EAccess Connected targets premises that require fast and transparent connectivity, based on a
dedicated management.
With this complementary service, Kosc Telecom is now offering the most complete fibre portfolio in
France serving global carrier fibre needs, with the best coverage for E-Access Fibre & Best Effort Fibre.
Overall, as of 2018, 8 million best-effort fibre lines and over 1 million buildings already
connected to E-Access Fibre are available nationwide. Over 180 cities have been connected to date,
including all major cities such as Paris and Marseille as well as smaller cities such as La Rochelle and Annecy.
Antoine Fournier, CEO at KOSC Telecom: “Kosc is the very first to market such a comprehensive service
to global carriers in France. In contrast to FttO offers, access to E-Access Fibre is completely
industrialised, which means reliable eligibility and quote but also fast service delivery for global carriers’
customers. With our CaaS solution, we want to offer a seamless customer journey and enable global
carriers to order and easily monitor their E-Access Fibre services from start to finish. This new step is
in line with our commitment to pave the way for fibre migration for all business premises located in
France”.
E-Access Connected is already available through Kosc’s CaaS solution. E-Access Dynamic is coming at
the beginning of 2019.
Kosc Telecom will exhibit at Capacity Europe, London, October 23-25, 2018: stand 125.
About KOSC Telecom
Established in March 2016, Kosc Telecom is the French wholesale-only CaaS provider. CaaS stands for
Connectivity as a Service, a whole new way of helping customers increase their business. Thanks to its fully
integrated and automated CaaS solution, available through web services (Extranet & APIs), Kosc Telecom is
committed to delivering the best customer experience. From a unique interface, you can get access to the
most comprehensive wholesale coverage in France and monitor it from start to finish. Indeed, with a stateof-the-art broadband and fibre optic infrastructure, connecting over 180 cities nationwide, the carrier is now
opening the way for fibre migration to every company in France.
For more information: www.kosc-telecom.fr
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